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In his book God's Undertaker… science writer John C. Lennox explains the 

scope and limits of science with the following story: 

Let us imagine that Aunt Matilda has made a beautiful cake, and we 
take it along to be analyzed by a group of the world's top scientists 
…. The nutrition scientists will tell us about the number of calories in 
the cake and its nutritional effect; the biochemists will inform us about 
the structure of proteins, fats, etc. in the cake … the physicists will be 
able to analyze the cake in terms of fundamental particles; and the 
mathematicians will no doubt offer us a set of elegant equations to 
describe the behavior of those particles. 

We have certainly been given a description of how the cake was made and 

how its various [ingredients] relate to each other… but suppose I now ask 

the assembled group of experts a final question: “Why was the cake 

made?” … The grin on Aunt Matilda's face shows she knows the answer… 

because she did (in fact) make it for a purpose. … But all the [scientists] in 

the world will not be able to answer the question — and it is no insult to 

their disciplines to state their incapacity to answer it. … Their disciplines … 

cannot answer the "why" questions connected with the purpose… for which 

the cake was made. … In fact… the only way we shall ever get an answer 

is if Aunt Matilda reveals it to us. … But if she does not disclose the answer 

to us… the plain fact is that no amount of scientific analysis will enlighten 

us. 

We need a better answers… than what secular science is willing (and able) 

to give us about how we got here… and why…? … In the end… science 

does not provide the answers most of us require. … Science’s story of our 

origins (and of our end) … is… to say the least… unsatisfactory. … To the 

question… "How did it all begin?" science answers… "Probably by an 

accident." To the question… "How will it all end?" science answers… 

"Probably by an accident." … But (LISTEN!)… to many people… “the 
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accidental life”…  is not worth living. … Moreover… the science-god has no 

answer to the questions… “Why were we made?”  ("Why are we here?")… 

and… to the question… "What moral instructions do you give us?" the 

science-god maintains silence. … Its grand moral impartiality and 

indifference… makes it… in the end… a quite cruel attempt to replace 

anyone’s faith.  

 

But science can never (really) replace our Christian faith.  An honest 

scientist admits that science really doesn’t try to… and it is completely 

unable to.  And yet… how many times do we hear a person who believes… 

that science CAN answer all of life’s questions… tell us that they don’t 

need a Christian faith… because they have science.   

Here are a few quotes from a number of scientists who admit science’s  

ignorance about the origin of life. (None of them proclaim to be a Christian):  

 

• One of the most eminent scientists working on the origin of life, Leslie 
Orgel, summed up the position as follows: "There are several tenable 
theories about the origin of organic material on the primitive earth, but 
in no case is the supporting evidence compelling." 

• Orgel echoes the view Klaus Dose, also a prominent scientist working 
on origin-of-life issues, who stated, "At present all discussions on 
principal theories and experiments in the field either end in stalemate 
or in a confession of ignorance." 

• Francis Crick, not known to be sympathetic to the miraculous, 
nevertheless wrote, "The origin of life seems almost to be a miracle, 
so many are the conditions which would have had to have been 
satisfied to get it going." 

• Stuart Kauffman from the Santa Fe Institute claims, "Anyone who 
tells you that he or she knows how life started on the earth some 3.45 
billion years ago is a fool or a knave. Nobody knows." 

• Finally, Francis Collins, former director of the Human Genome 
Project, said, "How did self-replicating organisms arise in the first 
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place? It is fair to say that at the present time we simply do not 
know." 

A point that I made last week… bears repeating:   

Creation has not been scientifically or logically disproved. It is only 

disbelieved. … … … Neither you or I… need to feel foolish or intimidated 

by science… because we have chosen to believe in the creation account of 

Genesis 1. 

For the past two weeks… (since we have begun our new sermon series in 

the Book of Genesis)… we have been studying the Bible’s creation 

account… and in so doing… I’ve been attempting to build a sense of 

confidence for believing it.  Today we pick back-up on this endeavor. 

Genesis chapter 1… verse 2 says that the earth was “tohu va vohu”… and I 

had you repeat this Hebrew expression with me.  It means “barren”… 

“without purpose”… “chaotic”… and completely “un-inhabitable.”  Following 

this Hebrew phrase (“tohu va vohu”)… we get a description of it’s 

disorganization… chaos… and why it was totally unsuitable for any kind of 

life.  (You see) verse two goes on to declare that the face of the whole 

earth was covered with "surging, raging, primeval waters"…  The earth was 

also wrapped in a blanket of pitch black darkness.  

So… beginning with verse three… which was part of our study last week… 

we saw God begin the process of overcoming all of the disorder and 

chaos… that verse two described.  Out of the chaos was brought the 

"cosmos"… which signifies order… arrangement… beauty. … Out of the 

waters… emerged the earth. (What was once a scene of desolation… 
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darkness and death… was transformed into one of light… life… and 

fertility.)  At the end… it was pronounced "very good."   

Last week we saw the beginning of this process. … In verse two… 

darkness covered the earth.  So… we saw in verses 3-5 that God created 

light. 

Now that light was not so that God could see.  … It was for us to be able to 

see His glory… … and … (thank you science) we also know that it was 

because light is necessary to sustain life on earth. (You probably recall… 

as I do… your High School freshman science class… that taught us about 

photosynthesis.)   And then… verses 4 and 5 show God bringing order… 

and arrangement by creating time (evening and morning.) 

We will pick-up today with the second and third days... and continue to 

observe God making our planet orderly and inhabitable.   Then… starting  

next week… we will study how the earth was filled. (The set of verses… 

which follow today’s passage…  concern themselves with how the earth 

became inhabited.) … So let’s continue now… seeing how God got 

everything ready for the earth to be populated. 

Genesis 1:6-8 

In terms of sheer mechanical engineering… the work of the second day of 

creation is astounding. … The amount of vapor continually suspended in 

the air above us… is estimated at 54 trillion, 460 billion tons! … Water is 

773 times the weight of air… so that gives some idea of the power required 

to separate the waters from the waters. … But… God solved that problem 

by evaporation which expands water 900 times… and purifies the water… 

and forms clouds… which wind moves easily over the earth's surface to 
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provide rain and thus distribute the water to the land. The annual 

precipitation… in the form of rain and snow… that falls upon the earth is the 

equivalent of 186,000 cubic miles… (enough to cover the entire earth to a 

depth of three feet.) …  

We take all of this for granted!  But what excellent proof that God… (not 

chance)… designed all of this.  How ludicrous it is to think that accidental 

coincidence brought this!  

54 trillion, 460 billion tons of water hanging above us… is a huge amount!  

But there are many Bible scholars who believed that before the days of 

Noah… (when the earth flooded)… that it was much more than what we 

have now… from our clouds.  There is some suggestion in the wording of 

these verses that the water which covered the earth was split in half – one 

half getting suspended in the sky and the other half remaining below.   

If this was the case… then it would explain a lot of mysteries… such as… 

“Where did all the water come from when the earth was completely flooded 

in Noah’s day?”  and “What happened to the dinosaurs on earth?” and 

“Why did people live much longer in the generations before Noah?” (Some 

lived to be 800-900 years old.) 

I happen to side with the Bible scholars who believe that God did originally 

suspend a lot more water over the earth… than what we have now.  Dr. 

Henry Morris suggests that a water vapor canopy encompassed the 

earth… causing a greenhouse type of effect. This vapor canopy would: 

1. Explain the great amounts of water in the atmosphere at the time of 

the Flood.  
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2. It would act as a filter… screening the harmful rays of the sun. … This 

would increase the nutrients in the earth’s plants… greatly 

lengthening the life span of men and women in the Pre-Flood Era… 

and providing enough nutrition for huge dinosaurs to flourish.  You 

see… with a greenhouse type of water canopy surrounding the 

earth… it would create and maintain warm temperatures and 

moisture for lush vegetation and sustenance of much more life on the 

planet.  After the flood… without the greenhouse water canopy… 

plants would not have been able to sustain the earth’s dinosaur 

population… or man’s longer life-span.   

Genesis 7:11-12 (ESV)  
In the six hundredth year of Noah’s life, in the second month, on the 
seventeenth day of the month, on that day all the fountains of the great 
deep burst forth, and the windows of the heavens were opened.  
And rain fell upon the earth forty days and forty nights. 

In verse 6… God said “Let there be an expanse…”  Some Bible versions 

read “Let there be firmament…”  … The Hebrew word for ‘expanse” or 

“firmament” is “raqia” meaning air spaces. … “From water below to the 

water above… let it be air…”   

Verse 8… “And God called the expanse Heaven…”  This is not heaven as 

you and I typically think of it. … Actually… there are three heavens that are 

mentioned in Scripture. … The Lord Jesus spoke of the birds of heaven… 

and I think that is the heaven mentioned in this verse. … Then there are the 

stars of heaven… meaning the second heaven… and there is the third 

heaven where God dwells. … So the first layer up there… (the first deck)… 

is the deck where the clouds are and where the birds fly. 
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As God continued to bring about order and arrangement so the earth could 

be inhabited… He next raised dry land… 

Genesis 1:9-10 

Today the earth is approximately 70% covered with water and 30% land. 

Some believe that before the flood of Noah's day… there was more dry 

land (percentage wise)… on the earth… than there is today.  This would be 

true… if Dr. Henry Morris is correct about the canopy of water that 

surrounded earth… until the flood… when much of it dropped. 

 

Another possibility that we find hints in the Bible (and see scientific 

evidence for)… is that all of the earths continents were originally one giant 

continent… that became separated by oceans… after the flood.  Genesis 

10:25 might be speaking about this. … Right in the middle of Genesis 

giving us the genealogy from the sons of Noah… we read this quick 

reference (just in passing)… 

 

Genesis 10:25 (ESV)  
To Eber were born two sons: the name of the one was Peleg, for in 
his days the earth was divided, and his brother’s name was Joktan. 

 

Did God originally create one giant land mass… which we read about in our 

passage today… and then several generations after the flood of Noah… 

divide the land into several continents… as Genesis 10:25 suggests…?  … 

… Maybe.  That certainly would answer a lot of questions (once again)… 

such as “Why do all the continents seem like rough pieces of a puzzle that 

LOOK like they broke away from each other?”  “Why do geologists tell us 

that we have continental plate shift today… where every year the earths 

continents drift further apart from each other?” (We know that they were 
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once closer.  Could they have been at one-time connected… and what we 

see today is the slowed momentum of a separating event? …  “How did the 

earth’s continents become populated?”  Maybe the ancestors of the 

American Indians lived on the single land mass and then floated away on 

what became the American continent.  Plants and animals might have 

come here the same way. Australian aborigines might have floated with 

their continent to its present location. 

OK… this is all speculation.  My faith would not be shaken… if it was 

somehow proven that there was no greenhouse water canopy that once 

covered the earth… or that the continents were not all attached at one time.  

But with these possibilities… the Bible narrative does seem to make 

sense… to our human understanding.  It should not be so easily dismissed. 

Now please… look again with me at verse 10… of Genesis chapter 1.    

Genesis 1:10 

For the first time… we read that God said that what He had done was 

"good."  He will say it five more times before Genesis chapter 1 ends. 

(v.10) The separation of land and sea were good.  (v. 12) The earth’s 

vegetation was good.  (V.19) Evening and morning were good.  (v. 21) The 

sea creatures and swarming creatures were good.  (v. 25) The beasts of 

the earth were good.  And then we have a summary in verse 31 “…And 

God saw everything that he had made, and behold, it was very good.”  

The concept of “good” (for many people) explodes into a demand for an 

explanation of it’s opposite (what is not good… in other words… what is 

evil.)  … We just saw that God is the creator of all things that are good. 

And we know that God created all things.  So did God create evil…?  
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O.K. … Are you ready to wax philosophical with me for a minute or two…?  

God… as the essence of good and as the Creator of all things… is the One 

who makes evil possible. … The possibility of evil must be in place… for 

one to choose good. … Good is only understood as good… when there is 

something to measure good against. 

God set the standard of what is “good” and what is “not good”… (what is  

acceptable… and what is not acceptable.) … Only when His creation 

continues by His set standard… will it continue to be good. … If God allows 

His creation a choice of living by another standard than the one He sets… 

then evil is the result -  of the created one's choice. … God is not the 

author of evil… but God made it possible. 

You might ask, 'What is the difference between God being the author of 

evil, and God making it possible?' … The difference… is in the ability to 

know God - by our choosing a relationship with Him. … Without the 

possibility of evil… there is no capacity of choice. … Without choice… our 

intimacy… knowledge… and understanding of God are radically short-

changed… because without choice… the human is not personality in its 

fullest sense. 

Now… here is the frightening part. When a person is guilty of evil… he 

often thinks he is acting totally independent of God. … He prides himself in 

the mocking of his Creator. … He mistakenly believes he has created a 

world… in which God has no control. … He fails to understand that God… 

through a loving act of creation… made possible everything the rebellious 

person does. 
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Everything… outside of God Himself… is a created entity. Created entities 

can only function within the framework God establishes. … Humans… as 

beings with choice… get angry that there are limits on what they can be. … 

God is an enemy… because He established those limits. … Frustration 

sets in… and a desire to rebel is prominent. … So… the big test for any 

creation of God…  is…  'Will it function obediently in the standards set for 

it?' 

Once we understand that there is a big question… (and it is: “Will I function 

according to the standards God has set for me?”)… it is not difficult to 

explain why the theological principle of God's creation… is under attack by 

the scientific community. … Once the creation of God is denied… humans 

deem themselves free to establish a standard more suitable to their own 

desires. … When science tries to replace faith… every human is free to set 

his own standard… because there are no universal standards.  There is no 

right and wrong… except for what feels right to each individual…  

… … … … … … … … … … … … … … 

God created dry land… and with that… a standard of “good” began to be 

established. 

Next God dealt with the barrenness of the planet. 

Genesis 1:11-13 

Grass… herb-yielding seed… and fruit trees rose up and covered the earth. 

The text employs three Hebrew words to describe that phase of creation. 

Thus Moses catalogued the earth's vegetation by a simple… natural 

division… using as his guide the structure of plants and their seeds.  
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The divisions are: 

“deshe” translated as Grasses — Vegetation covering the ground. 

Notice that the chief characteristic of this classification is that it does 

not bear seed. The other two classifications do. The root meaning of 

the Hebrew word "deshe" means green or damp. This would include 

all damp and all green plants that carpet and hug the earth. It would 

include mosses, lichens, algae, fungi, ferns—plants which reproduce 

by spores (cryptogamous plants)—plants which carpet and lie 

immediately upon or under the surface of the earth. 

“eseb” translated Herbs — This includes all seed-bearing plants 

such as grains… vegetables… bushes… shrubs… flowers… weeds 

— all plant life between the ground-hugging plants and the towering 

trees. 

 

“peri” translated Wooded Trees — These are all trees that bear seed, 

not just the trees that bear fruit for eating. This would include trees that 

bear cones, nuts, berries, and other forms of seed. 

The basic command for all living things was that each reproduce "after its 

kind."  … This expression occurs ten times in Genesis 1. … It is the rock 

which makes the whole theory of evolution completely incompatible with 

creation. … There is no way to try to blend evolution theory with Biblical 

creationism.   

You may be aware of the attempts to synthesize creationism and evolution.  

There are those… who I think… feel that we need to make our creation 

belief fit into the claims of science.  So they look at the Hebrew word for 
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day… which is “yom”… and they point out that “yom” can mean an 

undefined period of time.  “The Day of the Lord”… (for example) is not a 

single 24 hour period... It is spread out over several years.  So… a “Theistic 

Evolutionist” looks at this as their license to say that God created 

everything by an evolutionary process… taking millions of years… which 

are expressed as 6 indefinite periods of time… by the Hebrew word “yom.”  

(Yom one… yom two… yom three…)       

 But this is utter non-sense.  Ten times we read in the Genesis account -  

"after its kind." … … God has decreed that there be no change from one 

kind to another kind. … There may be mutation and change within any 

given kind… but no kind is changed into another kind.   

A person who goes to Florida in the summertime may come back with 

tanned skin and bleached hair… but those changes are not passed on to 

the children. … Environmental influences are not embedded into our genes 

and then inherited… (they are temporary.) … Only the physical properties 

that are encoded in our genes…  are inherited.  No true variation can 

occur… outside the combination of existing genes… that God has 

implanted within a given kind.  … So… either evolution is true… or creation 

is.  

In order for evolution to be true… there would need to be seen in the fossil 

record… many different kinds of transitional forms of life from one kind to 

another. For every species of animal that we have on earth… there needs 

to be a transitional form from it’s earlier version.  (Evolution proponents do 

not want to admit this)… but there would need to be hundreds of thousands 
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of transitional forms of life.  They should outnumber the fossils of 

completed species that we see today.   

Another term for this is “missing link.” There must be hundreds of 

thousands of different missing links transitioning from one kind to another.  

It is no exaggeration to say that if evolution was a fact… there would HAVE 

TO BE millions of examples... scattered all through the fossil record. They 

would be everywhere! 

Billions of dollars have been spent looking for just ONE missing link.  More 

than 100 years of intensive searching has been done… and continues 

today.  But guess what the fossil record reveals...?  Moses got it right. 

Genesis 1 is correct! – "After its kind" is indeed the case!   

Humanity's attempt to explain the heavens and the earth by such things as 

millions of years of evolution… or by some accidental gigantic explosion… 

denies God of His rightful majesty. … … This morning… I have tried to 

explain God’s act of creation… as the best way to understand what our 

eyes behold.  But please understand that there is a greater purpose than 

that for my efforts.  I want to push back against today’s serious threat…  

which tries to rob God of His glory. 

Seeing God’s glory in Genesis 1 is an absolute necessity… for every 

believer.  When we don’t allow anything to rob us of seeing His glory… we 

are energized in our faith.    

In a recent TV commercial a young man is struggling with whether to go 

through with an arranged marriage. … In his home country arranged 

marriages were the norm. But after living in America… he was having 
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second thoughts about adhering to this ancient custom… especially since 

he'd never met his wife-to-be. 

Still… when she flew into the airport… he dutifully waited for her… flowers 

in hand… and a gloomy expression on his face. … But when she stepped 

through the terminal… everything changed. … She was beautiful! … 

Suddenly his glum demeanor disappeared. … The thought of marrying this 

woman was no longer a dreaded duty.  It was a delight. … … What had 

changed? … … He'd seen her. 

Often we serve God out of obligation. We drag ourselves to church… force 

ourselves to serve others — but our hearts aren't in it. … We're like that 

guy at the airport… grudgingly holding flowers for God. … We're trying to 

live holy lives because we know we should… but it's burdensome… 

joyless.  

What can change this? … … Seeing God. … When we get a vision of Who 

God truly is… suddenly we're energized to do His mission. … Once we 

gaze upon His grandeur and glory… obedience ceases to be arduous. 

Once we grasp His great love… serving is no longer a duty—it's a joy!  

 


